
Tossups. 

1. 'Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore.' 'Mesmerized.' 'Siesta.' 'Foxes.' 
'Freaky Friday.' 'Five Corners.' 'Bugsy Malone.' 'Candleshoe.' The Hotel 
New Hampshire.' 'Shadows and Fog.' And, of course, two other films for which 
she won Academy Awards, one starring Kelly McGillis, the other Anthony 
Hopkins. Name this 30 year old Yale graduate. 

A: Jodie _Foster_ 

2. One critic said that if it weren't for it's built in audience, this film 
would be yet another 'Howard the Duck'. Yet this film did open to $13 
million in business, and has grossed more than $30 million at this writing. 
Based on the premise of modern day vigilantes switching places with samurai 
from the Warring States Period of Japan in 1603, this action adventure film 
is actually designed more for families than historical buffs or Die Hard 
fans. FTP- name this sequel, where the heros are stuck in time without any 
pizza. 

A: _Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3_ 

3. Some people would argue that the Atlanta Braves have the best pitching 
staff in baseball since the 1954 Indians, which won 111 games. Others would 
remind them that the Indians were swept by the Giants in the Series that 
year. Still, the pitching staff is excellent. Which might explain why the 
Braves were complacent enough to allow their most hightly touted pitching 
prosepect to be picked by the Colorado Rockies in the expansion draft. FTP, 
name this rookie opening day starter for the Rockies. 

A: David _Nied_ 

4. Founded some time in the mid 13th century, this city onced served as the 
capital of one of the most powerful states in the 16th and 17th centuries. 
It is built on a series of islands and peninsulas, and is noted for its 
varied architecture, including its city hall (built in 1923), its Royal Opera 
House (built in 1898) and the Royal Dramatic Theatre (1908). With a 
population of over 660,000, it is the largest city in Scandinavia. FTP- name 
this capital city of Sweden. 

A: _Stockholm_ 

5. Born in New York City in 1904, he rose to a level of some note teaching 
at the University of California and Cal Tech, and served as the director of 
the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton from 1947 to his death in 1967. 
He also served as chair of the general advisory committe of the Atomic Energy 
Committee from 1946 until being suspended in 1953 as a security risk. FTP
name this physicist who is best known for directing the labs at Los Alamos, 
New Mexico from 1942 to 1945. 

A: J. Robert _Oppenheimec 

6. It has a size of 35,135 square miles and a population of approximately 
90,000. It derives revenue from deposits of gold and bauxite mined in the 
interior, though it's main source of revenue has nothing to do with mining. 



Ruled at one point by both the British and Dutch, it now primarily serves as 
an exporter of shrimp, timber and rum, not to mention rockets- which it 
exports into space. Name this colony, the last one on the mainland anywhere 
in the Americas. 

A: French Guiana_ 

6 Boni------------------------------------------------

1. (25 pts.) When asked about Shogunates in Japan, the inevitable response is 
almost always 'Tokugawa', or even 'James Clavell'. But before the rise of 
the Tokugawa Shogunate at the beginning of the 17th Century, another 
Shogunate had been in power in Kyoto for a couple hundred years, with 15 
different Shoguns. The last of these Shoguns died homeless and in disgrace 
in 1597 after he was essentially dethroned in 1573 by the great Daimyo, Oda 
Nobunaga. Name this family, whose last Shogun, Yoshiaki, died out of power 
and in disgrace as the Tokugawas gained control of Japan. 

(Feel free to edit this a little- please) 

2. (30 pts.) A great deal of attention has been paid recently to the death 
of Brandon Lee, who was accidentally shot while filming a movie in North 
Carolina, and died soon after at the age of 28. Yet this kind of death is 
mirrored by in incident in 1984 when a rising youg star shot himself to death 
when he pupped the trigger of a gun loaded with blanks while pointing it at 
his head to impress onlookers. 

For 15 points, name the male model turned actor who died so 
tragically in 1984: 

A: Jon-Erik _Hexum_ 

For 15 additional points, name the TV drama Jon-Erik Hexum starred 
in, which was cancelled after his death. 

3. (30 pts.) Given the name of a stadium, tell whether it is equipped to 
handle football games, baseball games, both or neither- 5 points each. 

Shea Stadium 
Anaheim Stadium 
Tiger Stadium 
Chicago Stadium 
Jack Murphy Stadium 
Foxboro Stadium 

A: _Both_ 
A: _Both_ 
A: _Baseball_ 
A: _Neither_ 
A: _Both_ 
A: _Football_ 

3. (25 pts.) Given the name of an Asian capital city, tell whether it's 
country was ruled by the French, Spanish, British, Dutch, or none of the 
above. 5 points each. 

Islamabad 
Kabul 

A: _British_ (Pakistan) 
A: _None_ (Afghanistan) 



Manama 
Jakarta 
Yangon 

A: _British (Bahrein) 
A: _Dutch_ (Indonesia) 
A: _British_ (Myanmar) 

4. (25 pts.) Given the name of a top selling album, name the group. 5 points 
each. 

Songs of Faith and Devotion 
Lose Control 
Pocket Full of Kryptonite 
Ten Summoner's Tales 
Breathless 

A: _Depeche Mode_ 
A: _Silk_ 
A: _Spin Doctors_ 

A: _Sting_ 
A:_Kenny G_ 

5. (20 pts.) Once again arch rivals Robert Carradine and Ted McGinley face 
each other. Once again, the battleground that appears a would-be utopia for 
two newcomers until they are attacked by the athletic and powerful 
individuals who dominate the domain. This time round, Morton Downey, Jr. is 
on hand as well as a tyrant who must be thwarted at all costs. Name this 
1992 made for TV sequel to two succesful box office draws of the 1980's. 

A: _Revenge of the Nerds 3_: The Next Generation 

6. (25 pts.) Given the name of a ruler of a German state, name the royal 
house to which he belongs. 

Ludwig" (the Mad) of Bavaria A: _Wittelsbach_ 
Maximilian I of Austria A: _Habsburg_ 
Frederick " of Prussia A: _Hohenzollern 
Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa of Franconia 

A: _Hohenstaufen_ 
Joseph " of Austria A: _Habsburg-Lorraine_ 

(prompt for more specific 
if Habsburg is said) 

1.Writings of doubtful authenticity, not accepted as resulting from revelation or true 
happenings. Not genuine; spurious; counterfeit. The word that fits this definition is also the title of the 
latest volume of the Miracleman series, for ten points, name it. 

Apocrypha 

2.1t featured musical numbers such as the raucous "Can You Picture That" and the oddly moving 
"I'm Going To Go Back There Someday" as well as a large cast and numerous cameos. Name the movie. 
HintThe second of those two songs was sung by Dave Goelz. 

The Muppet Movie 

3.You're using a Hewlett-Packard Calculator, but it's doing strange things when you try to get 
an answer. However, your day is saved when a fellow geek points out that you're using it incorrectly, 
as if it were a regular calculator with an 'equals' button. For ten points, name the mathematical 
notation used by most HP's as well as the PostScript and FORTH programming languages. 



Reverse Polish Notation (accept Polish Notation or RPN) 

4.0ne of this company's early 'waffle-sole' shoes actually had a sole which was made on a waffle 
iron. It was founded by a group of runners and coaches in response to the high price and low technology 
of the prevalent German made shoes. A book describing the company's history is a veritable tome, and 
is quite widely distributed. For ten points, name it. 

Nike 

5.Forrest Mars invented them as a way for soldiers to carry chocolate without making a huge 
mess. Interestingly, they've never really been used for that purpose, with the Hershey bar remaining 
the American military chocolate bar of choice. For ten points, name the candy. 

M and M's 

6.For a quick ten points, you're holding an instrument tuned to mountain modal tuning, what is 
the instrument? Hint: Its body is generally made from another instrument entirely. 

Banjo 

Bonuses. 

1.Are you with me, Doctor Wu? You'd better be, because it's time once again for the U of C 
Steely Dan bonus. 

a.For ten points, The Mighty Donald Fagen plays only two instruments in performance. One is 
the piano or keyboard. The other is also a keyboard instrument, but it has neither strings nor 
computer chips. It's also quite small. Give either the commercial name or the common nickname for 
this instrument, which itself was used to name a popular Philadelphia band in the 80's. 

Melodica, or Hooter 

b.The song was a satire on the trendy approach to spiritual enlightenment, and it was at its 
surface a simple tune in both melody and lyrics. It sounds like old fashioned rock and roll until the 
keys start changing. The name of the song is also the word for "One who aspires to be a Buddha". You 
can groove on ten points if you name it. 

Bodhisattva 

c.He's been producing albums throughout the eighties, but his first solo album is only now being 
readied for release. He rejoined his longtime partner Donald Fagen in last summers New York Rock and 
Soul Revue Tour and has fueled rumors that in fact he will reunite with Fagen as Steely Dan for a tour 
this summer to support both his own and Fagen's upcoming solo albums. Yes, for ten points, name the 
other member of the duo that is The 'Dan. 

Walter Becker 



2.For five points each, name any six of the historical figures brought back by Bill and Ted in 
Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure. The gnarly old goat dude is not one of them. 

Socrates, Joan of Arc, Gengis Khan, Billy the Kid, Abraham Lincoln, Sigmund Freud, Beethoven 

3.Bret Easton Ellis, Jay Maclnerney, who can tell the difference. For five points each say 
whether each of the following titles is Ellis, Maclnerney, or neither. 

a.Ransom 
Maclnerney 

b.Rules of Attraction 
Ellis 

c.Et Tu, Babe? 
Neither 

d.Story of My Life 
Maclnerney 

e.A Moral To Sail Her By 
Neither 

4.This is a very simple bonus, if you're into neoprimitivist animation, that is. For twenty 
points, spell the last name of the creator of Ren and Stimpy, who was fired by Nickolodeon for being 
much too cool. 

Kricfalusi 

5.Passover has come and gone, but the Four Questions remain. While it would be fitting revenge 
for all the New Testament questions, we're not going to ask about those, but instead for the name of the 
man who asked these four questions in a speech given to the Massachusetts legislature. Twenty points 
for the correct answer. 

"First, were we truly men of courage ... Second, were we truly men of judgment ... Third, were 
we truly men of integrity ... Finally, were we truly men of dedication?" 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy 

1. (30 pts.) 10-5 each, name these authors of the French Enlightenment era 
from their works. 



1 o. Persian Letters 
5. L'Esprit des Lois 

A: _Montesquieu_ 

1 o. Rameau's Nephew 
5. Jacques the Fatalist 

A: Diderot_ 

1 o. The Guilty Mother 
5 . The Barber of Seville 

A: _Beaumarchais_ 

2. (25 pts.) Answer these questions about Flannery O'Connor for the stated 
number of points: 

For 5 points each, name the two novels she published: 

A: _Wise Blood_, _The Violent Bear It Away_ 

For 5 points, what noisy bird did she keep as a pet? 

For 10 points, name the town where she lived and died, the former 
capital of Georgia. 

A: _Milledgeville_ 

3. (30 pts.) Given a title in its original language, give the standard 
English translation for 10 points, 5 if you need the author. 

1 o. Rvoynah Ee Meers 
5 . Leo Tolstoy 

A: _War and Peace_ 

1 o. Der Zauberberg 
5. Thomas Mann 

A: the _Magic Mountain_ 

1 o. A la Recherche du Temps Perdu 
5. Marcel Proust 

A: _Remembrance of Things Pase 

4. (20 pts.) These two 20th century personalities share the same last name, 
but are completely unrelated except for that. He is a famed cosmologist, 
University of Chicago graduate, and faculty member at Cornell, who wrote 
Broca's Brain and Dragons of Eden. She is a French author who wrote a 
biography of Sarah Bernhardt, and several novels, the best known of which is 



Bonjour Tristesse, which she published at the age of 18. Name this pair, 
with 5 points for each first name, 5 points for the common last name, and 5 
more points if you get all three. 

A: _Carl and Francoise Sagan_ 

5. (30 pts.) Given the name of a month from the French Revolutionary 
calendar, name the season in which it occurs, with 5 points each and a 5 
point bonus for all correct. 

Thermidor 
Vendemiare 
Germinal 
Brumiare 
Messidor 

Summer_ 
_Autumn_ 
_Spring_ 
_Autumn_ 

Summer_ 

6. (30 pts.) Given a baseball statistic, give the name of the Major League 
single season and career record holder in it, for 5 points each. 

Stikeouts by a hitter 

Walks by a hitter 

Hits (by a hitter) 

Single: Bobby _Bonds_ 
Career: Reggie _Jackson_ 

Single: Babe _Ruth_ 
Career: Babe _Ruth_ 

Single: George _Sisler_ 
Career: Pete _Rose_ 

7. (30 pts.) Given the name of a continent, name the second largest country 
on it, for 10 points each. 

Europe (excluding Russia) 
Africa 
South America 

A: _France_ 
A: _Algeria_ 

A: _Argentina_ 

8. (30 pts.) Given a list of the five largest producers of gold in the world 
during 1989, rank them in order from most gold produced during that year to 
least, with a 5 point bonus for getting all correct. The countries are: 
Australia, Canada, South Africa, the United States, and the USSR. 

A: 1. South Africa 
2. USSR 
3. United States 
4. Australia 

5. Canada 

9. (25 points) Born in Wahoo, Nebraska in 1880 and inducted into the Hall 
of Fame in 1957, this outfielder was perpetually in the shadow of his more 
talented team mated, despite leading the league in home runs twice, and RBI's 
three separate times. When he played with Cincinnati, his teams were so bad 
that he was never noticed, and when he moved to Detroit, he was perpetually 
in the shadow of Ty Cobb. For 25 points, name this man who holds the career 
major league record for triples, and perhaps the best right fielder of his 
era. 



A: Sam _Crawford_ 

10. (25 points) It lay on the coast of Asia Minor, located near the site 
of the later Byzantine city of Trebizond on the Black Sea. Later part of 
the province of Galatia-Cappodocia after being conquered by Pompey the Great, 
it reached it's peak under King Mithridates VI (the Great) when it spread as 
far as the Crimea and Greece. For 25 points, name this ancient kingdom, 
whose name is the same as the Latin word for 'bridge'. 

A:. Pontus 

11 . (25 pts.) Johannes Brahms only wrote four concertos in his long career 
as a composer, due to the emotional stress the writing of each caused him. 
For 5 points each, give the primary instrument used in each concerto, with 5 
points each for the two instruments which are the focus of his double 
concerto: 

A: _Violin 
A: _Piano_ 
A: _Piano_ (Yes, 2 piano concertos) 
A: For the Double Concerto, _Violin and Cello_ (Have them specify 

specifically the instruments of the Double Concerto) 

12. (30 points) Given the name of a province or state in a specific 
country, name its capital, for 5 points each. 

Bavaria, Germany 
Western Australia 
Piedmont, Italy 
Transvaal, South Africa 
Guangdong, China 
Catalonia, Spain 

A: _Munich_ 
A: Perth 

A: _Turin_ 
A: _Pretoria_ 

A: _Guangzhou, or Canton_ 
A: _Barcelona_ 

Here are some tossups for the U of C B Team packet: 

1 . He was born in June, 1740 in Paris. His life in the army was marked 
by scandal, as was the rest of his life. He spent years in the Bastille only 
to be transferred out just 11 days before the prison was stormed in 1789. 
These years of imprisonment gave him plenty of time to write down his 
infamous novels on sexual deviance. FTP- name the author of 'Juliette' and 
'120 Days of Sodomy'. 

A: Marquis de _Sade_ 

2. Oddly enough for a word so associated with the French, this word is 
actually from the Provencal dialect. The ending 'o-u-r' marks it as 
borrowed. FTP- name this French word for 'love'. 

3. The legend of his accomplishment might now be regarded as a propagan-



dist tale disseminated by Protestant Germany to confirm its superiority. 
Curiously, what is now regarded as his greatest accomplishemnt left him 
bankrupt and in debt to his partner Johann Fust. FTP, name this German who 
lived from 1400 to 1468 and is often considered the inventor of printing. 

A: Johann _Gutenberg_ 

4. It recounts events of one year of the French Revolution, ranging from 
the discord of the Convention to the chronicle of a woman in the Vendee 
trying to save her three children. Along the way, it adds typical 
digressions and minutiae in the typical Victor Hugo fashion. FTP- name this 
final Hugo novel, titled after the year in which it takes place, whose name 
in French is Quatre-vingt-treise (kah-truh-van-TREZ). 

A: _Ninety-Three_ 

5. He was born in 1079 in Le Pallet, France, and eventually became a 
noted teacher and tutor. His work in the latter profession would eventually 
bring him many travails, including his being castrated. FTP- name this 
scholar of the Middle Ages, who in his Historia Calamatum, tells the story of 
his life, including his ill-starred affair with his pupil, Heloise. 

A: Pierre _Abelard_ 

6. It seems that this woman has developed a slight image problem. She 
recently had to have a cover photo of her in Redbook airbrushed to cover the 
large head bruise sustained by her son Troy during the photo shoot. And she 
also ran into trouble when she stopped dying her hair blonde and cut it to 
above her shoulders. Name this host of 'Entertainment Tonight' who recently 
began redying her hair. 

A: Leeza _Gibbons_ 

7. Although he doesn't quite fit into the usual mold for guest stars on 
Star Trek- The Next Generation, which has included such noted thespians as 
Joe Piscopo and Corbin Bernsen, he is nonetheless slated to appear on the 
season ending show, in a scene where he plays poker against Albert Einstein 
and Isaac Newton. FTP- name this recently divorced best-selling author and 
victim of Lou Gehrig's Disease. 

A: Stephen _Hawking_ 

8. He is the only player to hit home runs from the opposite sides of the 
plate in the same inning. He is the only player at his position in American 
League history ever to have 200 hits, 20 home runs, and 100 RBI's in the same 
season, and he even plays for the Cleveland Indians. Name this All Star 
second baseman for ten points. 

A: Carlos _Baerga_ 

9. This country's name is that of one of the greatest dynasties ever to 
rule the Holy Roman Empire. It has its own native language, and is a member 
of the Common Market, the United Nations and NATO. Yet it has a population 
smaller than that of Milwaukee, and only exists because no one could decide 



which country it should belong to in 1830. FTP- name the country. 

A: _Luxembourg_ 

10. It consists of a rocky, hilly peninsula overlooking the estuary of 
the Pearl River, connected to the mainland my an Isthmus but 700 feet wide. 
It was founded in 1557, and was proclaimed a Free Port in 1849. Noted for 
fine examples of Italian and Portugese architecture, this city of over 
425,000 people has thrived as a center of fishing, manufacturing, and 
gambling. FTP- name this 6 square mile enclave due to change hands in the 
year 1999. 

11 . Over the past three and a half seasons, he has hit an amazing 154 
home runs and driven in 366 RBI. His team has won the pennant three years 
running, even if it isn't likely to this year. His experience with the 
Seibu Lions has evidently made this Cuban-born player attractive to scouts, 
which led to the Florida Marlins signing him to be their first baseman. FTP
name this man who will try to follow in Cecil Fielder's footsteps. 

A: Orestes _Destrade_ 

12. It is the name of the seat of Oakland County, Michigan- a city of 
over 70,000 people founded in 1818 and thriving as a center of carraige 
making. It is also the name of the leader of the Ottawa Indians who led a 
rebellion against the British in 1863, and agreed to peace after failing to 
capture Ft. Pitt and Detroit. And it is the name of a car division which 
gained wide recognition for supplying Burt Reynolds with the Trans Am in the 
Smokey and the Bandit movies. FTP- name it. 




